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This material is drawn from a forthcoming book on program theory and logic models Sue Funnell and 

Patricia Rogers (2010) Purposeful program theory.  Jossey-Bass. 

One of the key messages of this book is the importance of taking into account the nature of the 

intervention when developing, representing and using program theory.  Are many organizations 

involved in making a strategy work?  Does a program work the same way for everyone?  Will a 

project only succeed if other services are also available for participants?  These different issues all 

relate to whether it is reasonable to think about an intervention as simple, or whether there are 

important complicated aspects such as multiple components or complex aspects such as adaptive 

responsiveness.  Taking into account complicated and complex aspects of interventions helps to 

produce better program theory and better use of program theory.  

Aspects of simple, complicated and complex interventions that might need to be addressed when 

developing, representing and  using program theory 

What it looks like 

 Simple Complicated  Complex 

1. Focus Single set of 
objectives 

Different objectives valued by different 
stakeholders 

Emergent 
objectives 

Multiple, competing imperatives 

Objectives at multiple levels of a 
system 

2. Governance Single organization Specific organizations with formalized 
requirements  

Emergent 
organizations 
in flexible 
ways 

3. Consistency Standardized Adapted Adaptive 

How it works 

 Simple Complicated  Complex 

4. Necessariness Only way to achieve 
the intended 
impacts 

One of several ways to achieve the 
intended impacts 

 

5. Sufficiency Sufficient to produce 
the intended 
impacts.  Works the 

Only works in conjunction with other 
interventions (previously, concurrently, 
or subsequently) 
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same for everyone Only works for specific people 

Only works in favorable implementation 
environments 

6. Change 
trajectory 

Simple relationship– 
readily understood 

Complicated relationship– needs 
expertise to understand and predict 

Complex 
relationship 
(including 
tipping 
points)– 
cannot be 
predicted 
but only 
understood 
in retrospect 

 

 


